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Evaluating a Structural Model Forecast: Decomposition Approach

František Brázdik, Zuzana Humplová, and František Kopřiva∗

Abstract

Macroeconomic forecasters are often criticized for a lack of transparency when presenting their
forecasts. To deter such criticism, the transparency of theforecasting process should be enhanced
by tracing and explaining the effects of data revisions and expert judgment updates on variations in
the forecasts. This paper presents a forecast decomposition analysis framework designed to exam-
ine the differences between two forecasts generated by a linear structural model. The differences
between the forecasts considered can be decomposed into thecontributions of various forecast
elements, such as the effect of new data or expert judgment. The framework allows us to eval-
uate the contributions of forecast assumptions in the presence of expert judgment applied in the
expected way. The simplest application of this framework examines alternative forecast scenarios
with different forecast assumptions. Next, a one-period difference between the forecasts’ initial
periods is added to the examination. Finally, a replicationof the Inflation Forecast Evaluation pre-
sented in Inflation Report III/2013 is created to illustratethe full capabilities of the decomposition
framework.

Abstrakt

Makroekonomǐctí analytici jsoǔcasto kritizováni pro nedostatek transparentnosti ve svých predik-
cích. Pro odvrácení této kritiky by m̌ela být transparentnost predikčního procesu zvýšena vysvětle-
ním a kvantifikováním p̌rísp̌evků revizí dat a expertních úprav ke změnám mezi jednotlivými pre-
dikcemi. Tato studie popisuje metodu analyzující dekompozice zm̌en mezi dv̌ema predikcemi vy-
tvořenými lineárním strukturálním modelem. Navržený postup umož̌nuje rozložit rozdíly v ťechto
predikcích na p̌rísp̌evky různých složek predikcí, např. nových dat, revizí nebo expertních úprav,
a to i v p̌rípaďe, kdy jsou tyto úpravy modelovány jako očekávané z pohledu ekonomických sub-
jektů v modelu. P̌ri nejjednodušším použití tohoto postupu jsou analyzoványalternativní scéná̌re
prognózy vycházející z různých předpokladů. Dále je analýza rozšířena p̌ridáním rozdílu jednoho
období mezi pǒcátěcními obdobími prognóz. Nakonec je pro demonstraci plného využití navrže-
ného postupu replikováno Hodnocení plnění inflǎcního cíle ze Zprávy o inflaci III/2013.
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Nontechnical Summary

Macroeconomic forecasts based on structural models with forward-looking model-consistent ex-
pectations are used extensively in the process of monetary policy decision making. Therefore, con-
siderable intellectual activity and computational power is devoted to forecasting major economic
variables. As an economic forecast should provide answers to many questions, it is important to
support its comprehensible presentation with a transparent quantification of its driving forces. We
approach this goal by analyzing how changes in various subsets of newly collected information
drive the update of the structural model forecast from quarter to quarter. To do this, we develop a
framework (a set of assumptions and techniques) that is usedin the analysis of forecast updates.

As an economic forecast should provide information about the economy’s direction of movement,
the timing of turning points, and the magnitude of the change, we are interested in evaluating the
forecast with respect to observed data and newly available expert judgment. The forecast update
analysis has to explain how the newly available data (releases and revisions) and assumptions re-
garding the future development of the forecasted variableschanged the identification of structural
shocks and unobserved variables. Examining the contributions to changes provides the users of
forecasts with an understanding of the underlying shocks present in the economy. Forecasters re-
quire an elaborate examination of the contributions of the forecast update in order to interpret the
new data and improve the quality of their outputs.

In this paper, we briefly summarize the CNB’s forecasting process, which is based on a structural
model and integrates expert judgment into the model-drivenpredictions. We believe this approach
is superior to simple equation reduced-form models, as the use of structural models delivers more
detail and consistency, especially when a complex structural model is employed.

Forecast accuracy evaluation has been a part of the CNB’s forecasting process since the Quarterly
Projection Model was introduced in 2002 (Beneš et al. (2003)). The switch to the g3 model frame-
work (Andrle et al. (2009)) in 2008 and the further development of this model required more ad-
vanced evaluation techniques. This paper describes the newest methodology, recently implemented
into the regular forecasting process. It is more general andcomplex than previous approaches and
delivers additional details into the evaluation.

As forecasts are created periodically, it is of interest to examine the driving forces of the forecast
update from quarter to quarter. To meet this goal, we presentthe results of a forecast update analysis
where the contributions of assumptions to the differences between the current and previous forecasts
are identified. Moreover, as the forecast update is a specificexample of a general framework,
we also present the results of a real-life inflation forecastevaluation exercise where the CNB’s
forecast released in Inflation Report I/2012 is analyzed with knowledge of the forecast released in
Inflation Report III/2013. This evaluation enables us to learn how well our forecast performed in
confrontation with the data and what lessons may lead to improvements in our future forecasts.

We believe that the newly developed forecast evaluation methodology helps us improve future CNB
forecasts by identifying the main sources of forecast errors and by telling us more about the data
and model properties. The results provide forecasters withhints for further refining the forecasting
framework.
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1. Introduction

Central bank communication is important, especially in theinflation targeting regime. Inflation
targeting policy requires a good understanding of the role of the central bank in the monetary trans-
mission mechanism. Forecasters regularly have to clarify and justify the main driving forces of
their forecasts to the general public and policymakers in order to achieve their goals. In the com-
munication of decisions, the presentation of macroeconomic forecasts becomes crucial for forming
expectations. High-quality inflation reports and credibility of monetary policy appear to be related
to the transparency of central bank communication. The supporting role of forecasts in monetary
policy decision making raises many questions related to forecast construction and its consistency
over time.

The Czech National Bank (CNB), which adopted inflation targeting in 1998, relies on its own fore-
casts. Therefore, transparency of its forecasts is important for the credibility of its monetary policy
decisions. The CNB’s official forecast is based on a structural model of a small open economy as
described by Andrle et al. (2009). This forecast is conditional on observed data as well as additional
assumptions that include the foreign economy, fiscal policyand administered price outlooks, the
short-term forecast of the exchange rate and inflation, and expert judgment.

This paper demonstrates the use of a general framework for examining forecast updates and evaluat-
ing forecasts. The framework provides forecast users with sufficient detail about the driving forces
of the forecast, which, after careful interpretation, offer comprehensive information when policy
decisions are communicated. It also allows us to keep a trackrecord of the evaluation of forecast
accuracy and to identify assumptions that tend to produce a bias in forecasts.

CNB uses expert judgment to complete its forecast. As Goodwin (2000) indicates, individuals who
use judgment to adjust their forecasts tend to overreact to random movements in the data. In order
to reduce the bias originating from overreaction, Goodwin (2000) suggests that forecasters should
document and provide a rationale for expert judgment used inthe forecast creation process. This
documentation should be used in determining the origins of forecast errors and possibly reducing
forecast errors in the future.

The evaluation of forecast accuracy has been a focus of attention since the early 1970s (e.g. Mincer
and Zarnowitz, 1969) as a vital component of the empirical work of econometricians. The main
stream of literature on forecast accuracy evaluation puts great emphasis on the statistical properties
of forecasts based on the evaluation of forecast errors. Thefocus on statistical properties of the fore-
cast originates in researchers’ access to components, assumptions, and information on the process
of forecast creation.

As in Todd (1990), we agree that forecast revisions should beanalyzed to help forecasters and fore-
cast users evaluate and justify the forecasting process. Some of the forecast evaluation exercises
only require moments from the predictive distribution, quantiles, confidence intervals, or the proba-
bility that the variables take some value (e.g. Christoffelet al., 2010; Mincer and Zarnowitz, 1969).
However, statistical moment-based forecast evaluation isnot capable of explaining the story behind
the differences in forecasts as the focus is on their statistical properties.

Statistical analysis of forecast errors is rather inept at delivering answers about the origins of de-
viations from the observed data as well as the future propagation of those deviations. Therefore,
as central bank forecasters, we consider the evaluation of forecast performance by forecast error
statistics (e.g. West, 2006; Antal et al., 2008) to be insufficient.
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We present a forecast evaluation methodology that is not based on the statistics of forecast errors.
As the deficiencies of complex model relationships in describing reality and the importance of judg-
mental and conditioning information are difficult to separate, our forecast evaluation uses internal
knowledge of the elements of the forecast. We exploit knowledge of, and access to, the underlying
data of the forecast, the model, and the judgment applied to current and past forecasts.

Our forecast evaluation exercise is in line with the methodology sketched by Todd (1990) for fore-
cast revision analysis. However, we are not able to provide more links to literature, as the published
forecast evaluation articles either focus on the statistical properties of forecasts or are not applied
in a structural model with forward-looking agents. Therefore, we try to fill the gap in this field and
document our approach, which applies the most recent version of the CNB’s forecast evaluation
framework to three examples based on recently produced forecasts.

Within the presented methodology, we attempt to examine thevariations between two forecast sim-
ulations generated using the same structural model. These variations are dissected by decomposing
the differences in trajectories into the contributions of forecast elements that differ in the two sim-
ulations. The simplest example of forecast decomposition is the comparison of two alternative
forecast scenarios for the same forecasting exercise. Here, the forecast range does not differ for the
two scenarios and the historical observed data on which the forecast is formed are the same. The
difference between the two alternative forecast scenariosoriginates in different forecast assump-
tions (e.g., the outlook for the foreign economy or expert judgment) and the analysis focuses on the
propagation of the differences in the assumptions over the forecast horizon. Moreover, this analy-
sis can be provided in a more complex way while allowing for changes in the initial state of these
scenarios.

Within the presented methodology, we attempt to examine thevariations between two forecast sim-
ulations generated using the same structural model. These variations are dissected by decomposing
the differences in trajectories into the contributions of forecast elements that differ in the two sim-
ulations. The simplest example of forecast decomposition is the comparison of two alternative
forecast scenarios for the same forecasting exercise. Here, the forecast range does not differ for the
two scenarios and the historical observed data on which the forecast is formed are the same. The
difference between the two alternative forecast scenariosoriginates in different forecast assump-
tions (e.g., the outlook for the foreign economy or expert judgment) and the analysis focuses on the
propagation of the differences in the assumptions over the forecast horizon. Moreover, this analy-
sis can be provided in a more complex way while allowing for changes in the initial state of these
scenarios.

Our methodology can be further generalized and used to analyze differences between two forecasts
when the initial periods of the predictions differ by more than one period. This analysis also enables
forecasters to assess the medium-term difference between the old forecast and the observations.
Regular assessment of forecast differences allows forecasters to learn about the properties of the
model, data revisions, and expert judgment. Moreover, the learning process enhances forecasters’
notion of expert judgment. Also, repetitive analysis of forecast updates helps improve the narrative
of the forecast, which is important for delivering high quality inflation reports.

The proposed general methodology is illustrated on the example of an analysis done on a regular
basis at CNB – the so-called Inflation Forecast Evaluation. The aim of the evaluation is to compare
the six-quarters-old forecast with the currently observeddata and identify the contributions of the
forecast elements to the deviations from reality. The goal of this analysis is to assess monetary
policy performance in meeting the inflation target. It also provides sufficient detail to help iden-
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tify possible shortcomings in the forecasting process, especially judgmental information and the
underlying model structure.

In the next section, the structural model forecasting framework is outlined. We describe the gen-
eral form of the Czech National Bank’s forecasting model, the various phases of constructing the
forecast, and the implementation of expert judgment. In thethird section, we focus on the forecast
update analysis methodology and explain the process whereby differences in forecasts are decom-
posed into the contributions of the forecast elements. We also describe the methodology of our
evaluation framework and present a real-life example. The fourth section applies the update de-
composition methodology and demonstrates the use of the framework in the case of the Inflation
Forecast Evaluation exercise. The conclusion briefly summarizes the benefits of the general frame-
work for the analysis of forecast variations using a structural model.

2. Modeling and Forecasting Framework

The CNB uses a structural model, known as g3 (Andrle et al., 2009), for its forecasts. This model
was adopted for official CNB forecasts in July 2008 and, with ongoing modifications of its tools,
parameters, and variable transformations, is still employed in the forecasting process. To provide a
generalizing description of the forecasting process, a structural model can be expressed in a state-
space representation in the following form:

Yt = CXt +Dξt (2.1)

Xt = AXt−1+Bεt , (2.2)

whereYt is an(ny×1) vector of observed variables (observables/measurables),Xt denotes an (nx×1)
vector of transition (state) variables, andξt andεt are, respectively,(nξ ×1) and(nε ×1), vectors
of i.i.d. measurement and structural shocks such thatξt ∼ N(0,1nξ ) andεt ∼ N(0,1nε ). Matrices
A,B,C, andD are known matrices based on the structural model and its parameters of sizenx×

nx,nx×nε ,ny×nx,ny×nξ . As the model matrices are constants, the properties of the model do not
change over time.

Figure 1: Forecast Phases

A regular forecasting exercise has two main phases, and Figure 1 shows their timing. In the fore-
casting exercise, periodT is known as the end of the history (generally, the end of the available
data).1 The first step of the forecasting process is the identification of the initial state (the cyclical
1 Usually, at the end of the history, only data based on higher-than-quarterly frequency (e.g. the exchange rate,
the interest rate or the inflation rate) is already available. To balance the quarterly frequency of the panel of data,
the publication lag has to be taken into account. Therefore,some data points enter the panel in the form of data
estimates and are subject to update when a new data release occurs.
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position) up to the end of the historyT. The data from period1 (the start of the data) up to the end of
the historyT and expert judgment are used to identify the initial state ofthe prediction.2 The results
of the initial state identification enter the prediction phase as a starting point. In the prediction stage,
expert judgment and outlooks are used to condition the prediction. The future range thus marks the
set of periods fromT +1 to the end of the prediction computationTEND.

The identification of the initial state of the forecast should reflect the forecaster’s view on the current
position of the economy in the cycle. As this view is more complex than a result obtained by
mechanical use of the Kalman filter, expert information is incorporated into the process of initial
state identification. This expert judgment is referred to asthe identification tunes and integrates
information that is not captured by the model mechanisms.

The expert judgment imposed in the identification phase is integrated into the model by augmenting
the state-space representation with new time-varying restrictions on observable variables.3 That
is, the measurement equation 2.1 of the model is augmented bya vector of identification tunes
YJ

t ,(nyJ × 1), and the restrictions imposed between observed variables and unobserved states are
described by the matrixΓt ,(nyJ ×nx) :

[

Yt
YJ

t

]

=

[

CXt
ΓΓΓtXt

]

+

[

Dξt
∆∆∆tνt

]

(2.3)

Xt = AXt−1+Bεt . (2.4)

The presented extension provides forecasters with new unobserved elements of the state space sys-
tem, so expert judgment can be applied. Uncertainty about the expert judgment can be also present.
It originates from shocksνt ,(nyJ ×nyJ) with covariance matrix∆∆∆t ,(nyJ ×nyJ). However, in our im-

plementation we assume no uncertainty about the identification judgment, so∆∆∆tνt = 0.4 In our
forecasting framework, we use matricesΓΓΓt to impose the judgment–variable relation, and in the
simplest caseΓΓΓt is the identity matrix.

The identification tunes implementation structure 2.3 is flexible enough to implement two basic
forms of expert judgment. The first form involves conditioning on the value of a state variable
(an element ofXt) and the second one on the value of a single structural shock (an element ofεt).
The initial state for the prediction phase is identified by applying the structural model given by the
system of equations 2.3–2.4 with the Kalman smoother on the data up to periodT. The nature of the
reduced form of the structural model fed into the Kalman smoother implies that the identification
tunes are implemented in the form of unanticipated shocks.5

In the prediction phase of the forecasting exercise, the trajectories of the variables over the future
range〈T +1,TEND〉 are computed. The prediction is created under the assumption of endogenous
monetary policy responses.6 These trajectories of the variables are a function of the initial state and

2 As the technique used for the identification (the structuralmodel and the Kalman smoother) is based on the
Kalman filter, this phase is often called the filtration phaseand the history range is the filtration range.
3 Detailed implementation of expert judgment in a structuralmodel environment is described by Andrle et al.
(2009).
4 The introduction of expert judgment is based on Doran (1992), where simple augmentation of the measurement
equation constrains the estimated state variables so that the restrictions on the state variables are satisfied.
5 We are aware of this limitation of the forecast framework andwe are searching for further improvements in this
field.
6 The trajectory for the nominal interest rate follows the endogenous rule. Some forecasters call this type of forecast
an “unconditional” forecast. However, our forecast is conditioned on outlooks and expert judgment.
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are conditioned on the outlooks for the variables and on expert judgment. The outlooks and expert
judgment applied over the future range are called prediction tunes. The CNB’s forecast is condi-
tioned on trajectories for the following variables: the foreign demand, inflation, and interest rate
paths; the inflation target trajectory; the outlook for administered prices; the government spending
prediction; and the near-term forecast for inflation and theexchange rate for the first quarter of the
prediction. As different assumptions might be used to create a prediction, such forecasts are often
referred to as forecast scenarios.

In the prediction phase, there are two modes for applying expert judgment over the future range:
unanticipated and anticipated. In our implementation, theprediction process is simplified by the
assumption that shocks in the anticipated mode are conditioned on the information available in
periodT. To implement the prediction tunes in both modes, the state space system is augmented
with linear restrictions and anticipated shocksεt|T . Augmenting the state space with new variables
and shocks creates the following general form of the prediction problem:

Yt = CXt +Dξt (2.5)

Xt = AXt−1+Bεt +Bεt|T (2.6)

wrt.

ZtXt = Rt +ΛΛΛt µt (2.7)

Zt|TXt = Rt|T +ΛΛΛt|T µt|T . (2.8)

Here, vectors and matrices with a bar refer to prediction tunes applied in the anticipated mode. In
this general augmented system,Zt ,(nr × nx) andZt|T ,(nr × nx) are fixed matrices which, together
with the vectors of time-varying parametersRt ,(nr × n1) andRt|T ,(nr × 1), define the restrictions
on the variables representing our judgment fort > T. Zt andZt|T , together withRt andRt|T , bind
variablesXt to follow the outlooks and expert judgment. In our implementation, Zt andZt|T are
of simple structure such that they bind one variable to one shock. The use of one-to-one mapping
removes non-uniqueness problems and improves the explicitness of the story telling. In our view,
this form of conditioning implementation increases the consistency of the CNB’s forecasts with the
experts’ view on future developments in the economy and withthe behavior of economic agents
making decisions with respect to anticipated developments.

Like the identification tunes, the prediction tunes can be applied with some uncertainty in the most
general case. This uncertainty originates in the presence of shocksµt ,(nµ × 1) andµt|T ,(nµ × 1)

with the covariance structure described by matricesΛΛΛt|T ,(nµ ×nµ ) andΛΛΛt|T ,(nµ ×nµ ). However, in
our application, for the sake of interpretation, we assume no uncertainty about the prediction tunes,
soΛΛΛt µt = 0 andΛΛΛt|T µt|T = 0.

When solving the prediction problem, the prediction tunes that are described by constraints 2.7–2.8
are reflected in the predictions of unanticipated structural shocksεt and anticipated structural shocks
εt|T . The process of solving the forecasting problem conditioned on constraints 2.7–2.8 involves
exogenization of variables and endogenization of structural shocks. The prediction phase problem,
described by equations 2.5–2.8 fort > T, can be viewed as the constrained problem of optimal
least-square projection estimation, and the paths for the state variables are its solution. The adapted
solution technique and analytical methods that allow for mixing of unanticipated and anticipated
shock trajectories are based on Blanchard and Kahn (1980). Implementation details on the intro-
duction of the anticipated prediction tunes can be found in Beneš (forthcoming) and Schmitt-Grohe
and Uribe (2008), where the forward expansion of the state space system is described.
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As in the identification, in the CNB’s implementation of the conditional prediction we apply con-
ditioning by exploiting one variable and one structural shock relation. Due to this specific form
of expert judgment implementation the expert judgment on structural shocksεt andεt|T is equiva-
lent to the expert judgment imposed on the associated variables in the prediction phase. However,
the structure of the forecasting problem given by equations2.5–2.8 still allows for a very broad
conditioning structure.

The solution to the prediction problem 2.5–2.8 allows us to define the forecast as a structure of time
series. The forecast produced at timeT is a structure of time seriesFT = (YT ,YJ

T ,ξξξ T ,XT ,εεεT ,εT),

where YT is a matrix of observed variablesYT = (Y1, . . . ,YT ,YT+1, . . . ,YEND), YJ
T is a ma-

trix of identification tunesYJ
T = (YJ

1 , . . . ,Y
J
T ), XT is a matrix of unobserved variablesXT =

(X1, . . . ,XT ,XT+1, . . . ,XEND), ξξξ T is a matrix of measurement shocksξξξ T =(ξ1, . . . ,ξT ,ξT+1, . . . ,ξEND),

εεεT is a matrix of unanticipated structural shocksεεεT = (ε1, . . . ,εT ,εT+1, . . . ,εEND) andεT is a matrix
of anticipated structural shocksεT = (εT+1, . . . ,εEND). The terms “forecast” and “prediction” are
generally considered to be synonyms. In the terminology in this paper, we follow the definition of
Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969), where the term “forecast” is used to describe the set of predictions
produced by the prediction method. Here, single predictions are elements of the forecast.

In the forecastFT , the values for the time series fort ≤ T form the solution to the initial state
identification problem as defined by equations 2.3–2.4. The values fort ∈ 〈T +1,TEND〉 form the
solution to the prediction problem 2.5–2.8. The interval〈T + 1,TEND〉 is often referred to as the
prediction span.

ForecastFT cannot be viewed as a mechanical forecast since it is conditioned on the judgment and
outlooks imposed by forecasters. This judgment is based on expert views on recent developments
and knowledge of the model’s properties. Since there are twophases of the forecasting exercise,
there are two groups of expert judgment: identification and prediction tunes. As there are differences
in the methods used in the identification and prediction phases, there are also differences in the
implementation of expert judgment. The complexity of the conditioning on outlooks and expert
judgment makes it difficult to evaluate forecasting properties via traditional methods such as those
described in Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969).

3. Forecast Update Analysis

In this section, we provide some details about the analysis of forecast updates by decomposing
the difference between two forecast trajectories into the contributions of new information. For this
exercise, we used the CNB’s forecast released in Inflation Report III/2013. First, we demonstrate
the decomposition approach by applying it to the analysis oftwo alternative forecast scenarios.
Second, we allow for a one-period time shift between the forecasts examined. We complete our
update analysis presentation by considering a complex caseof ex-post evaluation of the forecast
and the observed data variation.

Two alternative forecast scenarios with a prediction span from periodT +1 to TEND can easily be
compared and their differences analyzed, as these scenarios have the same range for the initial state
identification and for the prediction. The scheme for evaluating two scenarios is presented in Figure
2. The simplicity of this case stems from the fact that there is no overlap between the identification
and prediction parts.
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Figure 2: Scenario Comparison

The acceptance of macroeconometric forecast results is hampered by the inclusion of conditioning
information that is often opaque, as mentioned by Heilemann(2002). To face the opacity of condi-
tioning, he suggests that the prediction process should start with a number of test runs to examine
the effects of assumptions and updates on the forecast. Heilemann (2002) points out that these
test runs help increase the transparency of the forecastingprocess by demonstrating the role of the
assumptions in the prediction.

To demonstrate the capabilities of our evaluation framework, we present a comparison of a scenario
that uses a basic set of conditioning information (Scenario1) and a scenario without any condition-
ing information (Scenario 2). The role of this comparison inthe forecasting process is to identify the
driving forces of the prediction story delivered by the assumptions applied. Scenario 1 is created by
conditioning on the outlooks for nominal government consumption, administered prices, the exter-
nal environment outlook (inflation, the short-term interest rate, demand), and the one quarter ahead
outlook for domestic inflation and the exchange rate. Some expert judgment is also applied. The
external environment outlook is simulated in the anticipated mode. So, Scenario 1 is the baseline
scenario of the CNB’s forecast released in Inflation Report III/2013. Scenario 2 does not use any
extra information over the prediction range.

Figure 3 shows the trajectories of the variables of interestfor Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. In the
graphs, the shaded area represents the history range (up to the second quarter of 2013) and the
white background indicates the prediction range (from the third quarter of 2013). The same initial
state is used in both scenarios, so there is no difference observable over the history range.

In the presented scenario comparison exercise, it is easy toquantify the effects of differences in
assumptions on the predicted trajectories. The core of the exercise involves computing the model’s
elasticities to changes in the model variables. These elasticities are evaluated for each time period
in the prediction range. The overall response of a prediction trajectory is then computed as the sum
of the responses to the conditioning information groups.

Figure 4 shows the results of applying the decomposition approach for the alternative scenario
analysis. As there is no difference in the identification phase, only the prediction range (from the
third quarter of 2013) is shown. The differences (Scenario 1–Scenario 2) between the trajectories
shown in Figure 3 are decomposed into the contributions of the forecast elements, while the solid
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Figure 3: Scenario Comparison - Data
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Figure 4: Scenarios Comparison - Contributions
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line shows the difference. A brief assessment of the contributions reveals that the major driving
force of the forecast is the outlook for the external environment.

The extensive capabilities of our evaluation framework areclearly demonstrated when we compare
two forecasts created at different periods of time. More specifically, we focus on two forecasts
created in consecutive periods of time, since their comparison is often under scrutiny. In assessing
the quality of the new forecast, the quantification of the main driving forces behind the update of the
forecast trajectories in comparison with the old forecast is of high importance. Also, demonstrating
the role of various forecast assumptions is helpful for presenting the new forecast and defying
the “black box” critique. Therefore, we need to examine the effect of the newly applied forecast
assumptions and expert judgment in comparison with the forces that drove the old forecast. As
we are interested in explaining the contributions of the forecast assumptions in the forward-looking
model, the decomposition is more complex than the aforementioned case of the alternative scenario
comparison.

Figure 5 shows the time perspective of the two forecasts: New(e.g. the current forecast) and Old
(e.g. the previous forecast). Here, to create the Old forecast, data is available up to periodTO
(the first quarter of 2013) and the Old forecast prediction starts in periodTO+1. This exercise is a
replication of the forecast update analysis as presented inInflation Report III/2013. As we implicitly
assumeTO < TN, the New forecast starts in periodTN +1 (the third quarter of 2013). In the regular
forecast update evaluation exercise, Old and New are consecutive forecasts, soTO+1= TN. In this
example, the end of the forecast computation for both forecasts is in periodTEND.

Figure 5: Time Notation

Here, the history of the new forecast includes the release ofnew data for the periods fromTO+1
to TN and revisions of data up to periodTO. Also, the assumptions (the identification and prediction
tunes and the outlooks) for the prediction can be updated to reflect data revisions.

The task of the forecast update analysis is to explain the role of forecast elements and their contribu-
tions to the New–Old forecast difference. This task gets complicated, as the difference in the initial
periods of prediction has to be considered. This means that the results of the identification phase of
the New forecast have to be compared with the prediction phase of the Old forecast. The compli-
cation arises from the presence of prediction tunes that areapplied in the anticipated mode and the
forward-looking nature of the model used. At this point, we use our knowledge of the elements of
the forecast.
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Figure 6: New and Old Forecast Trajectories
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As the history and prediction are handled differently in theforecasting process, for the purposes
of update analysis we define three ranges – history, transition, and future. These ranges refer to
specific time spans as shown in Figure 5. The history range denotes all periods with data available
for both forecasts, so it starts in period1 (the period from which all the necessary data started
to be collected) and ends at the Old forecast end of the history TO. The transition range contains
periods where observations are no longer available for the Old forecast but are available for the
New forecast; it starts atTO+1 and ends atTN. The prediction periods for both forecasts, starting
atTN +1 and continuing until the end of the forecast horizonTEND, belong to the future range.

Over the history range, observed data is available for both forecasts and can be used to identify the
contributions to the initial state and realizations of shocks. Similar consistency is also present over
the future range, where only the prediction trajectories are available for analysis.

Over the transition range, the New forecast uses observed data to identify the initial state. How-
ever, for the Old forecast only the predicted trajectories are available. This inconsistency over the
transition range makes comparing the Old and New forecasts anon-trivial task. Knowledge of the
elementary components of the forecasting process and the properties of the model is necessary.

Figure 6 shows the trajectories of the variables of interestfor the New and Old forecasts. In the
graphs, the dark shaded area represents the history range (up to the first quarter of 2013) and the
light shaded area shows the transition range (the second quarter of 2013). The white background
indicates the future range (from the third quarter of 2013) of the examined forecasts. The differences
observed in the history range stem from data revisions. The most regular revision comes from the
update of the seasonal adjustment process, as the seasonal pattern estimate is updated by the new
data.
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To examine the contributions to the updates of the trajectories, we use a complex procedure that is
independent of the model structure. This procedure exploits the properties of the forecasting model
and is divided into several steps. These steps are based on supporting simulations used to identify the
contributions of the forecast elements, e.g. expert judgment, to the forecast update. The supporting
simulations are created by exploiting the linearity of the model, as it implies that the construction of
a prediction is additive with respect to its components. Theadditivity property allows us to express
the differences between the New and Old forecasts as the sum of the differences between the New
forecast and the supporting simulation and between the supporting simulation and the Old forecast.
Generally, the role of the supporting simulation in the decomposition of the forecast update between
the New forecastXN and the Old forecastXO is summarized in the following scheme:

XN−XO = (XN−XS)+ (XS−XO), (3.9)

whereXS is a supporting simulation. In the process of forecast update evaluation, the supporting
simulations provide the basis for comparison and are used toextract the elements of the forecasts.
As there might be several elements that contribute to the forecasts, the decomposition process takes
the following form:

XN−XO = (XN −XS
1)+ (XS

1 −XS
2)+

+ (XS
2 −XS

3)+ (XS
3 −XS

4)+

+ · · ·+

+ (XS
K−1−XS

K)+ (XS
K −XO), (3.10)

where supporting simulationsXS
1 , . . . ,X

S
K are used to extract specific groups of information.

As mentioned in the description of the forecasting framework, forecasts are conditional on the iden-
tification and prediction tunes applied. Therefore, to examine the forecast update by the decompo-
sition procedure, the first supporting simulation removes the prediction tunes applied in the New
forecast over the future range〈TN + 1,TEND〉. This completely removes the New forecast’s expert
judgment applied in the prediction phase.

The next supporting simulation removes the identification tunes applied in the initial state identifi-
cation phase of the New forecast over the transition range〈TO+1,TN〉. This supporting simulation
covers the expert judgment applied to newly released data. Further, to complete the removal of
expert judgment, the identification tunes over the history range〈1,TO〉 are removed in the following
supporting simulation.

After the prediction and identification tunes have been removed from the New forecast, we reach the
unconditional identification and prediction supporting simulation. In this simulation, the prediction
phase still starts in periodTN +1. It should be noted that this unconditional supporting simulation
can be replaced with Kalman smoother estimation over the range 〈1,TEND〉 with the missing data
over the future range〈TN +1,TEND〉.

An important element of the creation of the New forecast is the processing of new data releases in
the initial state identification phase. The effect of new data releases is evaluated by a supporting
simulation that moves the starting point of the prediction phase from periodTN to periodTO. This
simulation removes data releases over the transition range〈TO+ 1,TN〉. From this simulation, the
decomposition procedure follows the timing of the identification and prediction phase of the Old
forecast.
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As the basic comparable elements of the forecasting model are shocks and variables, there are
two approaches for matching the effects over the transitionrange. In the case of observed data
straightforwardly linked with the state variables, we use state variables as the matching elements
of the decomposition. In this case, we try as much as possibleto treat the Old forecast as if the
prediction was real data and compare it to the observed data available for the New forecast.

Optionally, shocks can be used to match the simulations overthe transition range. In this case,
the forecast update evaluation is focused on the identification of shocks implied by the observed
data used when constructing the New forecast. The shocks identified from the New forecast are
compared with the shocks imposed on the Old forecast over theconsidered range.

The results of the decomposition over the transition range are dependent on the choice of matching
scheme (variables or shocks). The choice of approach reflects the focus of the assessment.7

After the supporting simulation has removed new data releases, the next simulation removes re-
visions of data over the history range〈1,TO〉. After this simulation, no new data is used in the
identification or prediction phase and the procedure only considers data available at timeTO for the
creation of the Old forecast.

Another three supporting simulations are going to recreatethe Old forecast from the data available at
timeTO by adding the identification and prediction tunes. Therefore, the next supporting simulation
adds the identification tunes used in the Old forecast over the history range〈1,TO〉. This simulation
is followed by a simulation where the prediction tunes from the Old forecast are added over the
transition range used in the Old forecast. The final supporting simulation adds the Old forecast
prediction tunes over the future range〈TN +1,TEND〉 and thus recreates the Old forecast. Figure 7
demonstrates the results of the forecast update analysis. The New–Old forecast differences between
the trajectories shown in Figure 6 are decomposed into the contributions of the forecast elements.
Similarly to the comparison of the alternative scenarios, the solid line shows the difference between
the trajectories examined. As the purpose of this assessment is to support the presentation of the
New forecast, only the decomposition over the future range is shown in Figure 7.

The presented decomposition of the forecast update lists the model changes group. Since the model
was not changed, its contribution is nil. All the updates up to and including periodTN are reflected in
the contribution of the initial state group, and this includes revisions, data releases, and identification
tunes. The initial state group covers all variables and expert judgment updates up to and including
periodTN. It can be observed that the change in the wage growth prediction is significantly driven by
the data revisions, as can be seen in Figure 6. Due to the forward-looking nature of monetary policy
and the presence of rigidities in the model, the impact of initial state revisions either diminishes
over time (inflation and the exchange rate) or is hump shaped (wages and the interest rate).

Further, the updates of the outlooks for administered prices and government consumption and the
short-term outlooks are shown in the figures. The almost zerorevision of the short-term outlook
for the exchange rate is due to the accuracy of the Old forecast. As in the case of the scenario
comparison, the update of the external environment makes a major contribution to the prediction

7 In the case of the search for the effects of the data on the business cycle dynamics, the contribution of the variables
is the preferred approach as it also identifies the propagation of the observed data or outlooks. When the assessment
focuses on the identification of deviations from the business cycle dynamics, the focus is on the contribution of
shocks and the matching scheme is based on the linking of the shocks over the history, transition, and future ranges.
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Figure 7: Forecast Update - Contributions
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trajectory updates. The final contribution represents expert judgment over the future range〈TN +

1,TEND〉, which is updated in response to new outlooks and possible data issues.

4. Application: Inflation Forecast Evaluation

In the previous section, our generalized framework was applied to the case of the New–Old forecast
update analysis. In the aforementioned analysis, only a one-period difference in the production of
the considered forecasts is present. Also, the analysis is focused on the contributions over the future
range of the New forecast.

However, our framework can be applied for examining the actual–predicted data variation. To
demonstrate the use of it, details of the Inflation Forecast Evaluation exercise are therefore pro-
vided.8 This exercise is conducted on a quarterly basis and we are interested in identifying the
sources of the medium-term differences between the New and Old forecasts, with a focus on the
transition range, as it includes the most actual data releases.

8 The Inflation Forecast Evaluation is a regular exercise thatis a part of the forecasting process. It takes the form
of a report and provides an assessment of the 6-quarters-oldforecast and its deviation from the most actual data
vintage. The focus is on assessing the accuracy of the forecast by means of a ”what if analysis“. In this analysis, the
forecasters recreate the old forecast using the actually collected data in the forecasting process for the identification
phase and as the conditioning information in the predictionphase. The Inflation Forecast Evaluation also features
an analysis of the monetary policy decisions made over the past 6 quarters.
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One of the goals of the Inflation Forecast Evaluation is to identify the contributions of newly ac-
quired elements of the information set to the update of the forecast trajectories. Knowledge of the
propagation of information helps us improve the quality of future forecasts, as we learn about the
sensitivity of the forecast to its assumptions. We focus on the inflation prediction due to the infla-
tion targeting nature of the CNB’s monetary policy. The results of the evaluation also enhance the
transparency and consistency of the forecasting process and serve as a measure of monetary policy
performance.

The evaluation of the inflation forecast employs the same methodology as the forecast update anal-
ysis described in the previous section. The Old forecastFTO is created in periodTO and the New
forecastFTN in period TN, whereTO+ 6 = TN. The six-period difference is based on the Czech
National Bank’s stated monetary policy horizon of 6 quarters.

The Old forecastFTO is constructed conditional on the data available up to period TO and the predic-
tion starting in periodTO+1 is conditioned on the information available up to periodTO. Therefore,
to stress the information set available, the Old forecast can also be denoted as

FTO|TO
= (YTO|TO

,YJ
TO|TO

,ξξξ TO|TO
,XTO|TO

,εεεTO|TO
,εεεTO|TO

).

Similarly, in this notation the New forecast can be denoted as

FTN|TN
= (YTN|TN

,YJ
TN|TN

,ξξξ TN|TN
,XTN|TN

,εεεTN|TN
,εεεTN|TN

).

The goal of the forecast evaluation exercise is to examine the variation in the trajectories of the Old
forecastFTO|TO

and the New forecastFTN|TN
, with the focus on the transition range〈TO+1,TN〉.

A number of events related to the data used in the forecast occur over the transition range. To
begin with, the historical data up to periodTO is revised. These revisions would have affected the
observations and identification tunes which entered the identification of the Old forecast’s initial
state. Next, new data for the periods in〈TO+ 1,TN〉 is released and the outlooks for the variables
(which enter the forecast as constraints or prediction tunes) are revised. The identification tunes
reflect the new data, too. Then, as the outlooks beyondTN are also updated, the prediction phase
reflects this in the new prediction tunes. Moreover, since the structural model employed is subject
to continuous testing and refinement, its parameters and/orstructure can be updated. Unfortunately,
the analysis of model changes is a complex task since it generates non-linearity subject to model
changes. Hence, in this paper we assume no model changes between the forecasts under scrutiny.

The trajectories from the two forecasts are presented in Figure 8. The Old forecast (the blue line)
represents the forecast released in the first quarter of 2012(Inflation Report I/2012) and uses the
data up to the fourth quarter of 2011 (TO). The New forecast (the red line) shows the trajectories
from the forecast released in the third quarter of 2013 (Inflation Report III/2013). The New forecast
uses the data up to the second quarter of 2013 (TN). The Inflation Forecast Evaluation takes place
in TN+1, after the data for six quarters have been collected. The graphs show the history range (the
dark shaded area) up to periodTO (the fourth quarter of 2012), the transition range (the light shaded
area)〈TO+1,TN〉, and the future range from periodTN +1.

The forecast evaluation methodology, originating in the former Quarterly Projection Model (QPM)
framework as presented in Beneš et al. (2003), consisted of two stages. In the first stage, the data
update over the history range and the actual data observations over the transition range in the role
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Figure 8: Forecast Evaluation - Trajectories
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of outlooks were used to create a fictional forecast, labeledas the “hypothetical forecast with up-to-
date knowledge.’. In the first stage of the evaluation, the differences between the fictional forecast
and the Old forecast were examined to assess the contributions of the various information groups to
the shift in trajectories. These contributions were analyzed by sequential inclusion of the new data,
so the contributions were not independent of the choice of the order for information inclusion. This
created a very strong limitation for the interpretation of the results. Very good knowledge of the
model responses was necessary to understand the results of the analysis. This requirement, and the
dependence on the ordering of the information, limited us indelivering an evaluation of the forecast
to a wider audience.

In the second stage of the evaluation in the former framework, the analysis was focused on the devi-
ations between the New forecastFTN|TN

and the fictional forecastFTO|TN
. This stage was focused on

missing structural shocks that were omitted or we formed wrong expectations about while preparing
the Old forecast. Also, the interpretation and presentation of this step was very demanding, as it
required deep knowledge of the model structure to understand the impact of the missing structural
shocks identified.

The improved version of the Inflation Forecast Evaluation also offers two views on the variation be-
tween the Old forecast trajectories and the data released over the transition range. First, the forecast
update view is used. In this view, we explain the New–Old forecast difference with the updates in
the assumptions that were imposed to create these forecasts. Second, the Inflation Forecast Evalu-
ation offers a detailed view of the model dynamics through the differences in the shocks identified
by the model. This second view is helpful in identifying structural shocks that the forecasters could
not have anticipated when the forecast was produced. We keepthe two views of the variation of the
forecasted trajectories, but they are different from the previously used approach.
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Our improved forecast update evaluation framework makes the analysis easier to communicate and
more intuitive for the target audience. Also, it is general enough and capable of replicating the
results of the old style approach. The capabilities of the new framework allow us, but do not require
us, to keep the form of the Inflation Forecast Evaluation and present the results in two stages.

4.1 Information Set Update

In the first stage of the Inflation Forecast Evaluation, the same decomposition methodology as in
the forecast update analysis is used. The focus of the evaluation is on the transition range, which is
significantly extended. We analyze the variations between the data available for identification of the
initial state of the New forecastFTN|TN

and the prediction of the Old forecastFTO|TO
. As mentioned

in the description of the forecast update analysis, due to the difference between the identification
and prediction methodologies (the presence of anticipatedshocks), forecast evaluation is a complex
task and the supporting simulations technique is adopted for identification of the contributions to
the data–forecast differences.

From the forecasters’ point of view, in the Old forecast overthe transition range, conditioning
information is applied as prediction tunes. In the New forecast over the transition range, new data
and expert judgment are applied as identification tunes.

In the first stage of the evaluation, the contributions of model changes, data revisions, and updates
of outlooks contributing to the difference between the New forecast and the Old forecast are ana-
lyzed. The variables which form the conditioning information for the forecast can be distributed
into several subgroups. The usual subgroup under consideration is the foreign environment outlook,
represented by the trajectories of foreign demand, the interest rate, and inflation. The outlooks for
domestic variables such as administered prices and government consumption form other subgroups.
Figure 9 demonstrates the results of identification of the contributions to the variations between the
New forecastFTN and the Old forecastFTO trajectories as shown in Figure 8.

As we assumed no model change for the purposes of this presentation, the contribution of the model
change is zero. In the evaluation with model changes present, the initial step of the evaluation is to
switch to the new model. The Old forecast is then recreated with the updated version of the model
and for the rest of the analysis this forecast is used as a replacement for the Old forecast. This
delivers linearity of contributions to our analysis. Unless there is a substantial change in the model
parameters, it usually makes only a small or zero contribution to the difference between the New
and Old forecasts. In addition, this contribution covers possible numerical imprecisions.9

The presentation of the decomposition usually follows the timing of the forecast elements. The
data revisions enter both considered forecasts over the history range. Therefore, the contribution
of data revisions to the New–Old forecast difference originating in data revisions over the history
range usually follows the model change contribution. Theserevisions affect the identification of
the initial state of the forecasts and usually show a hump-shaped response due to the presence of
rigidities in the variables. The plots in Figure 9 show two patterns over the history range depending
on the nature of collection of the variable. For variables such as the exchange rate change and the
policy rate there are no revisions present, hence a non-zerocontribution can be used as a check of
the precision of the analysis.

9 The standard procedure within our forecasting process is toextend the weights of the inflation components in the
prediction computation to include the last observed value.This model parameter update usually has a negligible
effect on the predicted trajectories.
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Figure 9: Forecast Evaluation - Contributions
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The presented results show that the revisions deliver lowerinflation growth and a lower policy rate.
Contrary to this, wage growth was revised upwards. Our knowledge of the data and the ability
to break down the revisions group into a single variable contribution reveal that the low inflation
and policy easing are a response to the downward revision of economic activity over the history
range. These downward revisions also lead to depreciation of the currency, as shown by the positive
contribution to the exchange rate change over the initial periods of the transition range.

Next, the contribution of data released over the transitionrange is analyzed. The motivation for
the inclusion of this group is the analysis of the precision of the outlooks used in the forecast and
their influence on the forecast trajectories. This group loosely resembles the creation of the fictional
forecast in the previously employed methodology of the Inflation Forecast Evaluation as described
above.

As mentioned in the description of the forecasting process,our forecast is conditioned on the tra-
jectories of several outlooks. These outlooks can be split into outlooks for foreign and domestic
variables. Foreign variables include the foreign interestrate, the foreign inflation rate, and foreign
demand growth (approximated by foreign GDP). The contribution of the release of foreign outlooks
(replacing the outlooks with the observed data) is next on the list of forecast elements to analyze.
Domestic outlooks are represented by the outlooks for domestic government consumption and ad-
ministered prices. The plots in Figure 9 show that the use of the actually observed data instead of
outlooks contributes to an improvement of the inflation forecast, as the lower foreign inflation and
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economic activity will slow down domestic economic activity. The release group is followed by the
outlooks group, which has a similar composition. This grouprepresents the update of the variables
used for conditioning the forecast over the future range.

Further, the forecast error group, shown in the plots in Figure 9, covers the contributions of domestic
observable variables. These variables are used in the identification stage of the New forecastFTN and
are compared with the predictions for these variables from the Old forecastFTO. In the interpretation
of the forecast error contributions, we usually break down the group into the individual contributions
of the variables for the purposes of detailed analysis of their propagation over the transition range.

The monetary policy misalignment group identifies the contribution of monetary policy over the
transition range to the actual data–Old forecast deviationover the transition range.

The last group identifies the contribution of the updated prediction tunes in both forecasts over
the future range. This contribution originates in the update of the forecasters’ views on recent
developments in the economy.

Although the presented groups are aggregations of the variables, our tool enables us to identify the
contributions of each forecast element. The identificationcan even be done on a period-by-period
basis. This ability allows us to focus on the precise detailsand their propagation over the considered
forecasts.

4.2 Missing Structural Shocks

As stated in the description of the forecasting process, conditioning on variables is equivalent to
conditioning on structural shocks. Our general framework is based on this equivalence, therefore
the differences between forecastsFTN andFTO can also be interpreted as differences in structural
shocks. The role of the second stage of the Inflation ForecastEvaluation is to help interpret the
contribution of the forecast error identified in the first stage.

In our standard forecast evaluation process, shocks are separated into six groups: monetary policy
misalignment, an exchange rate shock (a shock to uncovered interest rate parity), price shocks
(shocks to pricing markups), wage shocks, and technology shocks (shocks that increase productivity
and affect the demand for production factors). The sixth group covers the effects of the information
set update, which was analyzed in the first stage of the forecast evaluation.

In the evaluation, we consider these shocks to be an indication of missing information from the ex-
post view rather than forecasters’ mistakes. Specifically,in the case of monetary policy, the presence
of non-zero monetary policy shocks indicates too loose or too tight policy from the ex-post view.
The preference for the missing information view is also supported by the fact that data collected in
the evaluation periodTN are subject to revisions.

The decomposition of the New–Old forecast difference, plotted in Figure 8, into the contributions
of structural shocks is presented in Figure 10. This difference is the same as the one considered in
the first stage of the evaluation – see Figure 9.

The demanding part of the examination of missing structuralshocks is to interpret those shocks and
build a credible story based on the model mechanism. The caseshown in Figure 10 indicates that
monetary policy was more expansionary than the model simulation would imply. This is consis-
tent with the negative contribution of the policy shock (MP Misalignment) to the difference in net
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Figure 10: Missing Structural Shocks
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inflation. The significant appreciation of the exchange ratein the first quarter of 2012 (Exchange
Rate Shocks) also contributed significantly to low inflation. Even the subsequent depreciation was
not able to return the exchange rate closer to the Old forecast trajectories. The presented decompo-
sition results also indicate that the forecasters in the Oldforecast were not expecting the negative
shocks to prices (Market Prices Shocks) that were identifiedin the creation of the New forecast. The
slowdown of the economy is consistent with the positive contribution of technology shocks, as the
slower growth of productivity is not able to eliminate the growth in production factor prices. The
decrease in productivity resulting from the economic slowdown (Productivity Shocks) is reflected
in a negative contribution to wage growth. Slower technology growth and positive cost-push shocks
at the beginning of the transition range support the depreciation (positive change) of the exchange
rate.

In the process of developing the macroeconomic story, we tryto identify reflections of the observed
events over the transition range. As in the first stage, the identification of missing structural shocks
can be done in fully detailed mode, too. The contribution of each shock in every period can be iden-
tified. This detail of disaggregation is used for further development of the economic story presented
in the Inflation Forecast Evaluation. Also, the results fromthis exercise are used in planning future
upgrades of the structural model used. Too large missing shocks or persistent sequences of missed
shocks can direct our attention to a missing mechanism or feature of the model. This often leads to
improvements in the structure of the model and also helps validate the model used.
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5. Conclusion

Stimulated by the criticism that conditional forecasts from structural macroeconomic models are
not transparent, this study demonstrates a framework and tool that enable us to quantify the con-
tributions of updates of forecast elements to the predictedtrajectories. This framework is used in
the forecasting process to increase the transparency of monetary policy relying on structural DSGE
model predictions. The increased transparency of central bank forecasts helps us cope with the
”black box“ accusations of critics favoring small, reductionist textbook models. This work de-
scribes various applications and methodology steps of the forecast evaluation tool.

The presented framework and tool are used to explain the variation in the period-to-period forecast
update. This facilitates detailed presentations of the forecast update, keeping the forecasting process
elaborate yet transparent. The details of the analysis provide users of the forecast with the possibility
of tracking down forecast updates to the forecasters’ assumptions and hypotheses.

Starting with the simplest case, the flexibility of the presented framework is demonstrated by using
it to analyze the differences between two forecast scenarios. Applying the decomposition method-
ology allows us to identify the contributions of, and the propagation of changes in, the forecast
elements (e.g. assumptions about foreign variables) to thechange in the forecast trajectories.

We also document the use of the decomposition methodology for forecast update analysis in the
presence of a time shift. The results of this analysis are used in communicating the forecast, as the
decomposition allows us to link the change in forecast elements (e.g. data or expert judgment) to
the change in the forecast trajectories.

Further, the presented decomposition framework is generalenough to be used to conduct an ex-post
analysis of the actual data–forecast variation. We demonstrate that forecast revisions can be ex-
pressed as the sum of the contributions pertaining to specific subsets of the information set. These
sets include model and data revisions, data releases, and identification or prediction tunes. More-
over, these elements of forecast revisions can be identifiedwith a specific subset of variables in the
model used for forecasting. This enables us to compute the contributions of variables relating to
the domestic or foreign economy or monetary policy and thus decompose the differences between
two forecasts into the contributions of specific elements ofthe forecast. Our methodology pro-
vides elaborate results, as it is able to identify the effects of forecast elements even when the expert
information comprises a mixture of anticipated and unanticipated elements.

Forecast evaluation is an important exercise, as it documents the reasons why particular adjustments
and revisions are made to forecasts. Keeping track of the forecasters’ actions allows us to learn
from the forecast and actual data misalignments and to avoidoverreacting to noise in time series or
anticipated events. The presentation of our framework demonstrates how useful it is to understand
the forces driving the forecast update. It demonstrates theadvantages of the evaluation framework
in the real-time forecasting exercise and explains our motivation for, and interest in, decomposing
and evaluating forecasts.
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